
Rogue Valley Metaphysical Library presents

Andrew D. Basiago
Project Pegasus and the Advent of Time Travel

Following hundreds of lectures in Ashland over the past 16 years,

RVML  now  presents  our  most  controversial  speaker.

Andrew D. Basiago is  a leading figure in the Truth Movement,

best known for revealing publicly his life experiences as one of

America's first time-space explorers and Mars visitors.

Andy is a lawyer, writer, public speaker, media personality, former US “chrononaut,” and 21st

century visionary.

He is a member of  the Washington State Bar Association and the United States District Court

for the Western District of Washington and maintains an active law practice in Washington.

He holds five degrees, including a Bachelor of Arts in History from UCLA, a Juris Doctor from

Lewis & Clark, and a Master of Philosophy (Cantab) from the University of Cambridge.

For more than a decade, Andy has waged  a “Truth Campaign” in which he has told  the true

story of America's achievements in time travel and Mars visitation.  He has done so as one who

served bravely in the two secret US defense projects in which time travel and voyages to Mars

were first undertaken, DARPA's Project Pegasus and the CIA's Mars jump room program.

In that capacity, Andy was the first American child to Tesla teleport and the US chrononaut who

later gave a true account of the early days of time-space travel by the US government.

To get the truth out, he has given 50 major public talks about his time travel experiences and

exploits in the American secret space program to audiences throughout the world.

Andy  is  a  popular  guest  on  talk  radio's  Coast  to  Coast  AM  and  has appeared on  TruTV's

Conspiracy  Theory  with Jesse Ventura,  The History  Channel's  Weird or  What?  with William

Shatner,  and more than 100 other television and radio shows produced in the United States,

Argentina, Australia, Britain, Canada, Ireland, Israel, Mexico, New Zealand, and Sweden.

His The Discovery of Life on Mars [2008] was the first paper to prove that Mars is inhabited and

the first written work to include images of humanoid beings and animals on another planet.  He

is the creator of the Facebook groups Project Pegasus and Mars Anomaly Research Society.

YouTubes about his time travel and Mars experiences regularly attain more than 1 million hits. 

Did the Los Alamos physicists that built the bomb achieve time travel by 1970, as Andy claims,

or is he a futurist provocateur indicating the direction that applied quantum physics could take?

We invite yo to attend these provocative lectures and decide fact from science fiction fantasy.

Friday, January 5, 2018, 7:00 pm-9:00 pm              Saturday, January 6, 2018, 10:00 am-4:00 pm

The True Story of an American Time Traveler        Destination Mars: an All-Day Intensive

$20.00 at the door , seating limited to 50               $40.00 at the door , seating limited to 50 

 

These will be deep dive, multi-media presentations with opportunity for Q&A after each talk.

Hidden Springs Wellness Center

1651 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR

Behind Ashland Street Cinemas. Near healthy restaurants for lunch break on Saturday.


